
As data continue to drive decision-making, communication, and discovery, information 
visualizations that enable people to make sense of these data are becoming ubiquitous.  When 
done well, visualizations leverage visual intelligence, enabling the viewer to use vision to think. 
To understand how to create effective visualizations, researchers have built an empirical 
framework for evaluating techniques and design guidelines. Much of this work has been inspired 
by findings in vision science, which provides a basic understanding of how we perceive and 
interpret visualizations, as well as a set of experimental techniques that help evaluate 
effectiveness. But just as importantly, both the successes and unsolved problems of 
visualization also provide a new source of basic research questions for vision scientists. 
Visualizations require a viewer to find data of interest (visual search), estimate data means or 
variance (ensemble coding), understand trends (pattern vision), and compare data values or 
patterns (visual memory & comparison); data must be displayed clearly (crowding, salience, 
discriminability), understandably (semantics), and in a pleasing way (aesthetics).  Such issues 
connect with broad areas across vision, including color, shape, size, depth, and motion 
perception.

This special issue seeks to illustrate how interdisciplinary work between vision science and 
visualization can simultaneously improve techniques in visualization while also advancing our 
basic understanding of human vision.
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Submissions accepted through July 1, 2020. Accepted papers will be published as ready in the current 
monthly issue as well as presented together as a special issue on the JOV website.
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